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w xIn 3 an ‘‘internal homology’’ theory of crossed modules was defined
Ž .CCG-homology for short . The goal of this note is to relate the CCG-ho-
w xmology theory to the homology of crossed modules defined in 4 via
classifying space.
Ž .A crossed module T , G, › is a group homomorphism › : T “ G to-
Žg . Ž . y1 › t y1gether with an action of G on T satisfying › t s g› t g and s s tst ,
g g G, t, s g T. Crossed modules were introduced by J. H. C. Whitehead
and they play an important role in homotopy theory. We refer the reader
w xto the nice expository article of R. Brown 2 and the fundamental
w xmonograph of H.-J. Baues 1 for more information on crossed modules.
Let CM be the category of crossed modules and let AbCM be the
category of abelian group objects in CM. It is well known that AbCM is
isomorphic to the category of homomorphisms of abelian groups. For a set
² : ²² ::X we let X be the free group generated by X and we let X beg r g r
² : ² : ² :the kernel of r : X k X “ X . Here k is the coproduct in theg r g r g r1
² :category of groups, while r is the identity on the first copy of X and isg r1
² : ²² :: ² : ² :trivial on the second copy of X . Then X ; X k X is ag r g r g r g r
² :normal subgroup and therefore is a crossed module. We let X be thiscr
w x ² :particular crossed module. Thanks to 3 we know that X is a projec-cr
tive object in CM. Moreover any projective object in CM is a retract of
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² :X for some X. Furthermore the category CM has enough projectivecr
objects and the inclusion AbCM ; CM has the left adjoint functor
Ž . Ž .T , G, › ‹ T , G, › , where › : T “ G is a crossed module andab
w x w xT , G, › s Tr G, T , Gr G, G , ›Ž . Ž .ab
Ž w x. w xsee, for example, 3 . Here G, T is a subgroup of T generated by the
w x Žx . y1 Ž .elements x, t s t t , x g G, t g T. Then CCG-homology of T , G, ›
is defined by
H CCG T , G, › [ p T , G, › # , i G 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .abiq1 i
Ž . Ž .Here T , G, › # s T#, G#, ›# is a projective simplicial resolution of
Ž .T , G, › in CM. This means that
Ž . Ž .i each component of the simplicial crossed module T , G, › # is a
projective object in CM,
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii an augmentation T , G, › # “ T , G, › is given in CM,
Ž .iii T# “ T and G# “ G are weak equivalences of simplicial
groups.
Here T and G are considered as constant simplicial objects. Thus by
CCGŽ .definition H# T , G, › is a homomorphism of graded abelian groups.
w x CCGŽ . CCGŽThis homomorphism in 3 is denoted by z H# T , G, › “ kH# T ,
. w x CCGŽ .G, › . In 3 it was proved that kH# T , G, › ( H#G. Our Theorem 3
CCGŽ .gives an identification of z H# T , G, › .
Let SG and SS be the category of simplicial groups and simplicial sets,
Ž w x.respectively. We recall that there exists a functor W: SG “ SS see 6
which has the following properties
Ž . Ž . Ž .i WG s G = ??? = G for n ) 0 and WG s ).n ny1 0 0
Ž .ii The geometric realization of WG is a classifying space of G.
Hence
p WG ( p G .Ž . Ž .iq1 iq1
ŽFor a simplicial group G we let N#G be the Moore normalization see
w x.6 , which is given by
N G s Ker › n : G “ G , n ) 0.Ž .Fn i n ny1
i)0
Let SG be the full subcategory of SG whose objects are such simplicialF k
w xgroups G# that N G s 0 for n ) k. By 5 we know that the Mooren
normalization yields an equivalence of categories N#: SG “ CM.F1
Ž .Therefore for a crossed module T , G, › we can define the classifying
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y1Ž . Ž Ž ..space B T , G, › to be W N# T , G, › . Hence by definition the simpli-
Ž .cial set B T , G, › is a point in dimension zero and is G in dimension 1.
Moreover
p B T , G, › ( GrIm › , p B T , G, › ( Ker › , andŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2
p B T , G, › s 0, i ) 2.Ž .i
Ž .Clearly, B 0, G, 0 s BG for any group G. Moreover for a crossed module
Ž .T , G, › the morphism of crossed modules
0, 1 : 0, G, 0 “ T , G , ›Ž . Ž . Ž .G
Ž .yields an injective map of simplicial sets i : BG “ B T , G, › , whoseŽT , G, › .
Ž .cofibre is denoted by › T , G, › .
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. For any crossed module T , G, › the simplicial set
Ž . Ž .b T , G, › is 1-connected. Furthermore if T , G, › is a projecti¤e object in
Ž . Ž .the category CM, then H b T , G, › s 0 for any i ) 2 and H b T , G, › (i 2
w xTr G, T .
Proof. Clearly i is an isomorphism in dimension 0 and 1. ThusŽT , G, › .
Ž . Ž .b T , G, › is a point in these dimensions and therefore b T , G, › is a
Ž .1-reduced and hence a 1-connected simplicial set. Suppose now T , G, › is
a projective object in the category CM; without loss of generality we can
Ž . ² : Ž .assume that T , G, › s X for a set X. For such T , G, › the groupscr
Ž .T and G are free. Moreover › is injective and B T , G, › has the
Ž Ž . . Ž .homotopy type of K GrIm › , 1 with free GrIm › . Now it follows from
Ž .the homology exact sequence of the cofibration BG “ B T , G, › “
Ž . Ž .b T , G, › that H b T , G, › s 0 for any i ) 2 andi
H b T , G, › ( Ker H G “ H GrIm › .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž2 1 1
Therefore the result can be deduced from the 5-term homology exact
sequence associated to the short exact sequence of groups
0 “ T “ G “ GrIm › “ 0.Ž .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Let T , G, › # “ T , G, › be an augmented simplicial
object in CM. Suppose T# “ T and G# “ G are weak equi¤alences. Then
ŽŽ . . Ž .the map b T , G, › # “ b T , G, › is a weak equi¤alence as well.
Ž .Proof. It is not hard to check that in these circumstances B G# “ BG
ŽŽ . . Ž .and B T , G, › # “ B T , G, › are weak equivalences. Hence the homol-
Ž .ogy exact sequences associated to the cofibrations BG “ B T , G, › and
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .BG# “ B T , G, › # show that b T , G, › # “ b T , G, › induces an
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isomorphism in homology. But both spaces in question are 1-connected
and hence the result.
Ž .THEOREM 3. For any crossed module T , G, › there exists a natural
isomorphism
H b T , G, › ( z H CCG T , G, › , i G 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .iq1 i
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let T , G, › # s T#, G#, ›# be a projective simplicial resolu-
Ž . Žtion of T , G, › in CM. Then by Proposition 2 we know that b T#, G#,
. Ž .›# “ b T , G, › is a weak equivalence of bisimplicial sets, where
Ž .b T , G, › is considered as a bisimplicial set, which is constant in vertical
directions. Hence the homology spectral sequence for the bisimplicial set
Ž .b T#, G#, ›# has the form
E1 s H b T , G , › « H b T , G, › .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .p q q p p p pq1
Ž .Since T , G , › is a projective object in CM, we can apply Proposition 1p p p
to get
1 1 1E s 0, if q / 0, 2 E ( Z, and E ( T r G , T .p q p0 p2 p p p
Thus E1 is a constant simplicial abelian group. Hence E2 s 0 for p ) 0.p0 p0
Therefore the spectral sequence degenerates and gives the expected iso-
morphism,
w xH b T , G, › ( p T#r G#, T# , i G 0.Ž .Ž . Ž .iq2 i
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 4. i For any crossed module T , G, › there exists a natural
isomorphism
w xH b T , G, › ( Tr G, T .Ž .2
Ž . Ž .ii For any crossed module T , G, › there exists a natural exact
sequence
??? “ H B T , G, › “ z H CCG T , G, ›Ž . Ž .nq1 n
“ H G “ H B T , G, › “ ??? .Ž .n n
wProof. The second statement is clear, while the first follows from 3,
Ž .xProposition 8 ii .
The last exact sequence shows that one can use information on the
Ž w x.homology of classifying spaces of crossed modules see, for example, 4 to
CCGŽ .apply to z H# T , G, › .
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Ž .Let us recall that the classifying space of a crossed module T , G, › has
in general only one nontrivial Postnikov invariant and it fits in a fibration
sequence
K p , 2 “ B T , G, › “ K p , 1 , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1
where p s Coker › and p s Ker › . Therefore there exists a spectral1 2
sequence
E2 s H p , H K p , 2 « H B T , G, › , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .p q p 1 q 2 pqq
Ž . Ž .which gives a control of H#B T , G, › . The homology of K A, 2 is well
understood thanks to the work of Eilenberg and Mac Lane, Serre, and
Cartan. It is well known that
H K A , 2 s 0 s H K A , 2 , H K A , 2 ( A , andŽ . Ž . Ž .1 3 2
7Ž .2H K A , 2 ( G A.Ž .4
2 w xHere G A is the Whitehead’s universal quadratic functor 7 . The group
G2A is the degree two part of the divided power algebra GUA generated by
A. Here we assume that A is concentrated in degree two. Moreover if A is
Ž . Ua torsion free abelian group, then H#K A, 2 ( G A. Hence in this case
Ž .H K A, 2 s 0 for all odd i.i
We would like to apply these facts in the following situation. Let M be a
Ž .G-module. It is well known that M, G, 0 is a crossed module. In this case
< Ž . <clearly p s G and p s M and all Postnikov invariants of B T , G, ›1 2
vanish. We thank the referee for the following helpful remark: ‘‘In fact
Ž .B M, G, 0 is the classifying object of cohomology with coefficients in M
Ž . Ž .also denoted by L M, 2 which is the Borel construction L M, 2 s
Ž .EGX K M, 2 . Compare C. A. Robinson, Moore]Postnikov systems forG
Ž .non-simple fibrations, Illinois J. Math. 16 1972 , 234]242. The action of G
Ž . Ž .on K M, 2 has the fixpoint ) which yields the section BG ; L M, 2 so
that
z H CCG M , G, 0 s H L M , 2 , BGŽ . Ž .Ž .iy1 i
is a relative homology group.’’
Ž .Hence the fibration 5 has a section and
H B M , G , 0 ( H G [ z H CCG M , G, 0 , i G 2.Ž . Ž . Ž .i i iy1
Ž . Ž .The spectral sequence 6 is clearly functorial on T , G, › . Therefore the
Ž . Ž .morphism of crossed modules M, G, 0 “ 0, G, 0 yields the morphism of
spectral sequences
Er M , G, 0 “ Er 0, G , 0Ž . Ž .p q p q
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2 2 Ž .which is an isomorphism on E . Since E 0, G, 0 s 0 for q ) 0 we canp0 p q
r Ž .conclude that all differentials of the spectral sequence E M, G, 0 land-p q
Ž .ing to the line q s 0 are zero, which shows that the spectral sequence 6
after reindexing gives rise to the spectral sequence,
2 CCG˜E s H G, H K p , 2 « z H M , G, 0 , p , q G 0. 8Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /p q p qq2 2 pqqq1
˜Here H# is the reduced homology. Now the following proposition is an
Ž . Ž .easy consequence of 7 and 8 .
PROPOSITION 9. For a G-module M one has the isomorphism
z H CCG M , G, 0 ( H G, M , i s 0, 1Ž . Ž .iq1 i
and the following natural exact sequence
z H CCG M , G, 0 “ H G, M “ H G, G2MŽ . Ž . Ž .4 3 0
“ z H CCG M , G, 0 “ H G, M “ 0.Ž . Ž .3 2
Moreo¤er if M is a torsion free as an abelian group then one has the exact
sequence
z H CCG M , G, 0 “ H G, M “ H G, G2MŽ . Ž . Ž .5 4 1
“ z H CCG M , G, 0 “ H G, M “ H G, G2MŽ . Ž . Ž .4 3 0
“ z H CCG M , G, 0 “ H G, M “ 0.Ž . Ž .3 2
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